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Abstract

Quality Control (QC) is seen today as an important scientific field to increase the value
of observational data. Whereas most QC methods are linked to atmospheric modelling
(being part of the data assimilation procedure), in this paper the focus is on the ap-
plication of a model independent QC method based on data self consistency recently5

published: VERA-QC. A special challenge is the QC of data in complex terrain which
requires special treatment in terms of data selection and data transformation. In this
context, some special VERA-QC modules such as the consideration of significant ele-
vation differences of adjacent stations or the consideration of transformed temperature
values will be discussed. The system detects gross errors as well as biases and offers10

objective correction proposals (deviations) for each observation. The essential gross
error detection is not only based on the statistical behaviour of station specific devi-
ations, but also on the rate of cost function reduction. Beside a two dimensional ap-
plication, higher dimensionalities may also be chosen, for instance including the time
coordinate. Applications and results are discussed for pressure, temperature and wind15

as well as for precipitation data which needs, however, a very dense observation net-
work. Real time application of VERA-QC allows the production of high quality fields of
meteorological parameters which can be used e.g. for nowcasting as well as for model
unbiased validation of prognostic models.

1 Introduction20

Nowadays, it is well known that the output of a numerical weather prediction (NWP)
is, to a great extent, dependent on the quality of the input data. This awareness of the
need for a high data quality evolved from the very beginning of the NWP era when
the quality control (QC) of observations was still considered a purely technical task
(Gandin, 1988). Within the last decades, many QC methods have been developed25

and it can be stated that a new research area was born. Taking that into account and
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considering the progressive international exchange of meteorological observations, the
WMO started to set up a global standard regarding the quality of measurements in
1980. Different guidelines and manuals have been published and are updated on a
regular basis (WMO, 1993, 2003, 2007, 2008).

High data quality is also essential when analyzing the actual state of the atmosphere5

which constitutes the basis for a reliable nowcasting (Häggmark et al., 2000) or for
model validation. Furthermore, the evaluation of long-term climatological data with re-
spect to climate change, or the evaluation of climate models is utmost dependent on
high quality data. If measurements are biased or error affected, they may be interpreted
wrongly as a climate trend or may conceal existing climate signals (Haimberger, 2007).10

The many different QC methods can be distinguished according to their usage of
prior knowledge (such as error statistics) or model information (such as first guess
fields). Some QC procedures are directly embedded in the data assimilation process
of NWPs, while others are designed to be stand-alone preprocessing tools. Depending
on the availability of single point observations or spatially and temporally distributed15

measurements, the applicable QC methods range from simple limit and plausibility
checks to more sophisticated tests for spatiotemporal consistency. Steinacker et al.
(2011) gives a detailed overview of the nowadays common QC methods and summa-
rizes the different error types.

Leading European operational numerical weather prediction centers put a lot of ef-20

fort in their data assimilation systems that provide the initial conditions for the anal-
yses and forecasts of atmospheric compounds (e.g. European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts ECMWF; Rabier et al., 2000, UK’s national weather service
Met Office; Rawlins et al., 2007, French national meteorological service Météo-France;
Fischer et al., 2005 or German meteorological service DWD; Wergen and Buchhold,25

2002). The quality control of the used observations is part of the assimilation process
(Andersson and Järvinen, 1999), but in most cases these observations have already
been checked by preceding QCs carried out at the national institutions which also col-
lected the measurements (e.g. Spengler, 2002). Smaller institutes usually do not run
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global models and therefore other methods are used to check the quality of their mea-
surements. Salvati and Brambilla (2008) summarize the many different quality control
procedures in Alpine meteorological services. Most of them can not afford the man-
power to develop their own sophisticated QCs. This market niche has already been
noticed and stand-alone QC routines can also be purchased (e.g. QualiMET used by5

DWD; Spengler, 2002 or the national meteorological and geophysical service of Austria
ZAMG; Adler, 2009). Meanwhile, even open source QC-software has been developed
and is distributed through the internet (e.g. kvoss, developed by the Norwegian Meteo-
rological Institute – met.no – and the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
– SMHI).10

At the Department of Meteorology and Geophysics at the University of Vienna, an
operational mesoscale analysis of basic meteorological parameters called VERA is
carried out on an hourly basis. VERA is the abbreviation for Vienna Enhanced Res-
olution Analysis and describes a thin-plate spline interpolation method of irregularly
distributed observations to a regular grid. A special feature of VERA is the possibility to15

combine measured values with measurement-independent a priori information called
Fingerprints (Steinacker et al., 2006).

VERA analyses are used for teaching purposes at the department, for case studies,
at field campaigns, for model validation or even for nowcasting at the Austrian Aeronau-
tical Meteorology Service (Austro Control). In all these different fields of applications,20

the quality of the analyzed data is essential and a sophisticated preprocessing QC is
required. Such a QC method has to be optionally independent of any prior knowledge,
which is not available at field campaigns, and independent of model data, which would
bias a model validation. Therefore, many existing advanced QC procedures (Bayesian
QC, QC using optimum interpolation, variational QC) are not qualified for our purposes,25

and the performance of simpler spatial consistency checks (QC using spatial regres-
sion or inverse distance interpolation) was not convincing. An earlier QC procedure
for VERA (Steinacker et al., 2000) was already based on the promising concept of
minimizing the curvature of the analysis field. Nevertheless, its application was limited
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(e.g. to two dimensions, no cluster treatment, to a high degree depending on the sta-
tion distribution) and hence, a new QC method had to be developed, named VERA-QC.
The underlying mathematical concepts of VERA-QC, the recognition of gross errors,
and a special treatment of clustered stations have been outlined in a previous paper
(Steinacker et al., 2011). The scope of this follow-up article is to discuss the applicabil-5

ity of VERA-QC, its operational applications and improvements, as well as to present
some case studies.

In Sect. 2 we present the available data which VERA-QC is applied to operationally,
as well as an associated station selection algorithm using the concept of the Minimum
Topography. Section 3 is concerned with summarizing the basic principles and special10

features of VERA-QC. Additionally, we discuss the applicability of VERA-QC which
depends on the parameter under consideration and scale of phenomenon, as well as
on the density of the observation network. The section is concluded by the presentation
of recent innovations. Different types of case studies are presented in Sect. 4 in order
to demonstrate the efficiency of the different QC modules and the overall performance15

of VERA-QC itself. In Sect. 5 we give a summary of further fields of applications which
made use of VERA-QC, and Sect. 6 contains the conclusions.

2 Data

Every hour, approximately 2000 meteorological surface observations all over Europe
are operationally combined to an analysis by VERA. Prior to that, they are checked by20

the two dimensional VERA-QC. The available data are gathered from SYNOP (surface
synoptic observations) and METAR (Aviation routine weather reports) bulletins, as well
as from the dense automatic station network of the Austrian Meteorological Service, but
originate also from the Regional Meteorological Service of Friuli Venezia Giulia, OS-
MER (Osservatorio Meteorologico Regionale). The used parameters are precipitation25

RR, the zonal and meridional wind components u and v , scalar wind speed |V |, poten-
tial and equivalent potential temperature Θ and Θe and mean sea level (MSL) pressure
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pred. Note that in a preprocessing step Θ, Θe and pred are derived from the observed
values for temperature, dewpoint and surface pressure. This step is necessary be-
cause different weather services may use different reduction formulas computing these
parameters.

Supposing an analysis of the actual ground observations (e.g. temperature measure-5

ments) in complex terrain, one would see nothing but the influence of the topography’s
height. However, most applications require representative information regarding val-
leys and lowlands, and are not interested in the actual values at the mountain tops.
Consequently, a station selection algorithm has been developed to exclude stations
that are not representative for these regions. Therefore, the concept of the Minimum10

Topography is used.

2.1 Minimum topography

The Minimum Topography is derived from the real topography by smoothing summits
and mountain ridges, but without lifting valleys, as conventional smoothing algorithms
do. Plains are not affected by this modification, valleys and basins are widened, and the15

inclination of slopes is reduced, which may lead to the reduction of a mountain’s eleva-
tion. Sufficiently narrow mountains between valleys disappear and, as a consequence,
these valleys are connected to a broader artificial valley.

Mathematically, this procedure can be realized by replacing the real height at any
point with the minimum height of all points within a certain (radial) distance from the20

considered point. This radius is typically set to a value of 10 km and the field obtained
is smoothed in order to avoid rough structures.

In Fig. 1, the real topography (Fig. 1a) is compared to the idealized Minimum To-
pography (Fig. 1b) for a domain covering most of the Eastern Alps. Note that plains
are not modified in (Fig. 1b) (e.g. the region between Vicenza and Udine), summits25

are smoothed (e.g. the main chain of the Alps), and only main valleys are preserved
(e.g. Inn Valley with the city of Innsbruck, which is marked in the figure). For a more
detailed example (Fig. 2), we consider a north-to-south cross section (held constant in
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east-west direction) through the mountains near Innsbruck. Additionally to the height
of the real topography (bold black solid line), the smoothed as well as the unsmoothed
Minimum Topography is illustrated (bold gray solid line and thin gray solid line). The
formerly mentioned properties of the Minimum Topography (smoothing summits, pre-
serving main valleys, and leaving plains unmodified) are especially noticeable when5

comparing the real and the unsmoothed Minimum Topography.
This procedure is, for example, described in Bica et al. (2007). A similar approach is

presented in Haiden (1998) where a comparable idealized topography is named valley
floor surface.

2.2 Station selection algorithm10

There are three criteria for an observation to be excluded from an analysis:

– The absolute height h of a station is too large. Computing reduced values
(e.g. pred, Θ, Θe), a considerable reduction error can be expected for high sta-
tions. Therefore, the station selection algorithm of VERA-QC excludes all pres-
sure observations above h=1500 m.15

– The difference between the absolute height h of a station and the height of the
smoothed Minimum Topography hMT exceeds ∆h=h−hMT =400 m. Note that the
vertical distance between valleys in the real topography and those mapped on the
Minimum Topography can exceed a few 100 m, depending on the inclination of the
actual valley floor. This threshold is chosen in order to accept all stations along the20

valley floor, and, in contrast, to exclude stations that are located too high above
the valley floor.

– If the ratio of the vertical and the horizontal distance (r =∆z/∆x) between two
stations is too large, the higher lying station is excluded. The user defined thresh-
old for the maximal allowed ratio r is defined as r =15 m km−1. The meaning of25

this criterion becomes obvious when considering exposed wind measurements
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on hills or temperature measurements above an inversion. These observations
would add a micrometeorological error to the analysis because they are not re-
solvable by the available observational network and therefore are excluded by this
third regulation.

Note that, for a station to be excluded, only one criterion has to be fulfilled. Figure 25

illustrates an exemple station distribution and schematically outlines the different crite-
ria of the station selection algorithm. Accepted stations are symbolized by black circles
and discarded stations by white circles. Table 1 shows which regulations are, and which
are not fulfilled by each single station.

3 Methodology10

This section summarizes the basic concepts of VERA-QC, it shows which parameters
the spatial consistency check can be applied to and it also presents innovations. The
latter help to improve the QC of operationally collected data as well as data collected
in complex terrain.

3.1 Basic principles of VERA-QC15

Our previous article called Data Quality Control Based on Self-Consistency (Steinacker
et al., 2011) was dedicated to explaining the mathematical background of VERA-QC in
full detail. Subsequently, we give a short outline of these fundamentals.

After data passed simple limit checks, measurements of each parameter are ex-
amined for their spatial or, if requested, for their spatiotemporal self-consistency. For20

parameters Ψ featuring a high redundancy with regard to the available observational
network (e.g. Ψ=Θ or pred), we postulate that the error-free analysis field Ψa should be
smooth. Mathematically, this can be expressed as an optimization problem minimizing
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the cost function J(Ψa) which is defined as the sum of the squared curvatures C eval-
uated at the n=1,2, ..., N(G) grid points:

J (Ψa) =
N(G)∑
n

(
CΨa

)2

n
=

N(G)∑
n

D∑
d1=1

D∑
d2=1

(
∂2Ψa

∂d1∂d2

)2

n

→ min. (1)

d1 and d2 denote the spatial or temporal coordinates of the considered D dimensional
domain, which are used for computing the curvature.5

Due to the fact that neither the analysis field Ψa nor its curvature are known, C(Ψa)
has to be approximated by a first order Taylor series around the curvature of the ob-
served field C(Ψo). Following this approach, we write the cost function J as:

J =
∑
m

∑
s

∑
d1

∑
d2

[
∂2Ψo

∂d1∂d2
+
∑
p

∂
∂Ψp

(
∂2Ψo

∂d1∂d2

)
∆Ψp

]2

s

. (2)

Before explaining Eq. (2) in more detail, we have to define the concept of local neigh-10

borhoods. In contrast to some common consistency checks, which work with a constant
radius of influence, VERA-QC uses the concept of natural neighbors: with the help of
the Delaunay triangulation, a primary neighborhood (p(m), enclosing the first neigh-
bors of the regarded central station m and the central station itself) and a secondary
neighborhood (s(m), enclosing the neighbors of the primary stations, the primary sta-15

tions as well as the regarded central station m) are defined for each station m. The
advantage of this method is the possibility to adapt automatically to varying station
densities within the whole considered domain.

These definitions in mind, Eq. (2) can be read as follows:

– The cost function J consists of as many terms as stations exist in the considered20

domain (summation over m).

– For each station, another summation over the corresponding secondary neighbor-
hood (subscript s) is performed. The information for the Taylor series expansion
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related to the actually considered main station m is gathered from this local sec-
ondary neighborhood.

– Note the subscript p (p∈ s), which denotes the primary neighborhood of the con-
sidered main station m. The values of these stations are allowed to vary; in other
words, they are allowed to be erroneous.5

– The differences (Ψa −Ψo)=∆Ψ are the so-called deviations which present the
only unknown variables in Eq. (2). By adding the deviations to the observation
field, errors are corrected and the analysis field is obtained.

In order to compute these deviations, the cost function J from Eq. (2) is differentiated
with respect to all Ψm, which are the values of the analysis field at the positions of the10

m=1, ..., N(M) stations in the considered domain. This leads to a system of linear
equations that can be solved by matrix inversion.

3.2 Special features of VERA-QC

If the so calculated deviations are applied without further consideration, it could hap-
pen that an error propagates from one erroneous station to surrounding stations. The15

probability for such an error propagation is high in the case of gross errors, or if an
erroneous station is located very close to others. In the following three subsections, we
present a way to handle these problems.

3.2.1 Reduction of the cost function

Supposing an observation field with one central outlier, the VERA-QC would compute20

a high deviation for the error affected station, as well as smaller, but still significant
deviations for the surrounding stations. In order to find out to what extent a deviation
should be applied, its effect on the cost function J is considered. A weighting factor
Wm is obtained by applying only the deviation in question and observing the relative
reduction of the analysis field’s curvature. Weighting the deviations with Wm offers the25
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advantage that deviations caused by the mentioned error propagation are reduced
considerably.

3.2.2 Recognition of gross errors

These weights Wm are also used to recognize gross errors. If the cost function re-
duction exceeds a user defined threshold, and additionally, if the weighted deviation is5

large compared to all the other weighted deviations in the domain, the observation is
assumed to present a gross error and therefore is discarded. After eliminating these
gross errors, VERA-QC is repeated for the remaining stations.

3.2.3 Cluster treatment

The concept of weighting with the cost function reduction usually works very well. Nev-10

ertheless, there are still some problems if a station, located very close to others, is
erroneous. Therefore, close stations are combined to a fictive cluster station. At first,
VERA-QC is applied to this modified station distribution. The computed weighted de-
viation for such a fictive cluster station is assigned and applied to the single cluster
members. Then, VERA-QC is executed for the second time. Finally, the proposed cor-15

rections from both iterations are combined to a final deviation.

3.3 Applicability of VERA-QC

The spatial consistency check of VERA-QC is only applicable to measurements featur-
ing a high degree of redundancy. This property is fulfilled if the scale of the considered
phenomenon is large compared to the mean distance between the observation points.20

Looking at the available surface observation network and the investigated parameters
(described in Sect. 2), the requirement of a high redundancy is not satisfied by the
parameter precipitation and especially not by convective precipitation.
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A method to quantify this criterion is to compare the mean station distance d to the
parameter specific decorrelation distance d0. For this purpose we consider hourly pres-
sure and precipitation observations from June 2010. In order to compute the parameter
specific decorrelation distances, all time series of observations were compared to each
other and the corresponding correlation coefficients were calculated. In a further step5

they can be described by an analytic autocorrelation function ρ(d ). The decorrelation
distance d0 is defined as the distance where the autocorrelation function reaches the
value ρ(d0)=e−1 ≈0.37.

Weber and Talkner (1993) give an overview of different autocorrelation functions of
varying complexity. For our simple purpose, which is to compare the different spa-10

tial properties of precipitation and MSL-pressure, we chose the following exponential
model as it is described, for example, in Gebremichael and Krajewski (2004):

ρ(d ) = exp
[
−
(
d
d0

)s0
]

. (3)

The shape factor s0 allows the autocorrelation function to differ from the common form
of the exponential function. These two parameters d0 and s0 were adjusted with the15

help of a least square algorithm.
Figure 3 shows the autocorrelation as a function of the distance between all sta-

tions for the parameters MSL-pressure (Fig. 3a) and precipitation (Fig. 3b). Instead of
illustrating all the single scattered points (d , ρ(d )), the density of this point cloud is
indicated by different shades of gray. In addition, the point cloud is described analyti-20

cally by Eq. (3) and is symbolized by the black bold line. The dashed gray line indicates
the decorrelation distance, whereas the vertical gray line the median of all distances
between neighboring stations.

Note that, for adequately resolving a phenomenon, the mean distance between
neighboring stations d has to be much smaller than the decorrelation distance d0 of the25

considered parameter. As the two graphs in Fig. 3 show, the parameter MSL-pressure
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fairly fulfills this criterion (d =68 km�d0 =1475 km), precipitation, however, does not

(d =62 km≈d0 =113 km).
It should be mentioned that the autocorrelation is not only a function of distance, but

is also influenced by additional factors such as orography. Two (even more distant) sta-
tions at the same side of a main mountain ridge will most likely feature a higher autocor-5

relation than two stations separated by the mountain ridge (Lanzinger and Steinacker,
1990).

3.4 Innovations of VERA-QC

Since many observations in the operationally considered European domain are col-
lected in complex terrain, special challenges regarding temperature measurements10

arise. Therefore, instead of considering potential temperature, the difference between
Θ and the corresponding value of the standard atmosphere is controlled. Starting with
the operational execution of VERA-QC, the deviations are stored continually and offer
the possibility to compute a bias correction and are also used to improve the gross
error recognition. In the following three subsections we will present these innovations.15

3.4.1 Consideration of relative values

If the horizontal VERA-QC would be applied to temperature measurements, the tem-
peratures of the few elevated stations would be increased significantly. In order to avoid
this behavior, the potential temperature Θ is considered. Nevertheless, there still arises
a problem. In general, the actual lapse rate is smaller than the dry-adiabatic lapse rate,20

but the computation of Θ bases on the assumption of a dry-adiabatic atmosphere.
As a consequence, the 2-D VERA-QC systematically produces negative deviations for
elevated stations as shown in Fig. 4. This behavior is more strongly pronounced in
summer months due to the strong local heating in valleys (reduced air volume) and
above elevated plains.25
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To overcome this problem, the relative value Θrel, computed as the difference be-
tween Θ and the corresponding value of the standard atmosphere at station height
Θ∗, is calculated in a preprocessing step. This implicates the assumption that the ac-
tual lapse rate is approximated by the moist-adiabatic lapse rate (ΓS =0.0065 K m−1),
which is in accordance with the mean atmospheric conditions. The modified variable5

Θrel has the advantage to be distributed more smoothly even in complex terrain and a
2-D VERA-QC can be applied to Θrel without producing additional systematic errors.

Figure 5 illustrates the improvements that can be attributed to the consideration of
the relative value Θrel. The application of VERA-QC to Θ values yields the results pre-
sented in (Fig. 5a), whereas, when applied to Θrel values (Fig. 5b), the systematic10

dependence on the height is reduced to a minimum.
For computing the equivalent potential temperature Θe, the lapse rate is already

assumed to be the moist-adiabatic one. Thus, the described problem is not as pro-
nounced for Θe as it is for Θ.

3.4.2 Bias correction15

If a measurement of a single station is affected by a systematic error persisting in
time (e.g. always yields in too high values), VERA-QC will compute deviations of the
opposite sign (e.g. negative deviations) in order to correct the erroneous measurement.
The operationally stored deviations for such a station are characterized by a median
with absolute value significantly greater than zero. This shift in the deviations can be20

used to compute a bias correction.
The bias correction is defined as the median of the unweighted deviations ∆Ψ that

have been collected within a parameter specific time interval. For the parameters pred,
u, v , and |V |, this time interval spans the last 30 days (720 hourly observations). The
deviations for the parameters Θ and Θe, as well as the parameters themselves, are25

subject to seasonal variations. Therefore, this time interval should span a whole year,
but in order to save computational effort, the deviations of the last month and those of
the month half a year ago are taken into account.
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Figure 6 illustrates the chronological sequence of unweighted deviations for a station
with bias affected pressure measurements. After 30 days, the first bias correction is
computed and can be applied to the next day’s measurements. Henceforward, at the
end of each day, a new bias correction is computed. Note that the parameter specific
time interval moves as well. As an example, the bias corrections for MSL-pressure, valid5

for 31 July 2010, are shown in Fig. 7. As apparent in this figure, the bias corrections are
spatially uncorrelated. Note the high magnitudes of the corrections, which are mainly
due to reduction errors, caused by erroneous station heights.

Operationally, the bias correction is carried out at the beginning of VERA-QC. As a
result, the roughness of the observation field is already reduced before minimizing the10

curvature of the analysis field. The deviations of the bias corrected measurements are
rather distributed around zero and are mainly caused by random errors. If a systematic
error featured a high magnitude, it often occurred that VERA-QC without bias correction
identified the affected measurement to be a gross error. Thanks to the bias correction,
observations of such stations are retained and increase the amount of utilizable data.15

3.4.3 Improvement of gross error detection

The stored deviations can also be used for computing variable station specific thresh-
olds to detect gross errors. These limits enhance the previously described gross error
recognition, which is based on the impact a deviation has on the curvature of the analy-
sis field (correcting a gross error leads to a significantly lower curvature, cf. Sect. 3.2.2).20

Every month, new thresholds are computed based on the last month’s weighted
deviations. For the definition of a lower limit (L1) and an upper limit (L2), the first and
the third quartile (Q1 and Q3), as well as the interquartile range IQR=Q3 −Q1, are
used:

L1 = Q1 − 3IQR, L2 = Q3 + 3IQR. (4)25

An observation is identified as gross error if its value does not fall within the interval
[L1, L2] and if, additionally, its absolute value exceeds a user defined constant limit.
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Note that, for the gross error recognition, only one criterion (the one described in this
section or the one in Sect. 3.2.2) has to be fulfilled.

Figure 8 illustrates this concept for the equivalent potential temperature values of an
exemplary station for November 2010. he user defined constant limit is set to ±4 ◦C
(thin solid black lines) for this parameter. Both thresholds (black dash dotted lines) are5

used in December 2010 for the gross error recognition.

4 Results and examples

The following two sections present the changes and improvements visible in the VERA
analysis if VERA-QC is used for preprocessing. First, monthly means of gridded hourly
MSL-pressure values for July 2011 are considered. Second, the gradual improvements10

by applying different QC modules are investigated. In a third section, the 2-D and 3-
D VERA-QC is applied to a high-resolution precipitation data set. Real problems that
arise when working with raw data collected at a field campaign are addressed.

4.1 Effects of VERA-QC visible in mean values

In order to investigate how the bias correction (Sect. 3.4.2) copes with systematic er-15

rors, monthly mean values of gridded hourly MSL-pressure observations are consid-
ered. This strategy was chosen because random errors are eliminated by averaging
and thus do not distort the improvements caused by the bias correction.

After the hourly measurements of July 2011 have been analyzed with the help of
the analysis tool VERA, these hourly gridded data were averaged. First, this procedure20

was applied to the pure, uncorrected observations (Fig. 9a) and secondly, to the quality
controlled data (Fig. 9b). VERA-QC included all presented innovations, especially the
bias correction.

In July 2011, the predominant pressure distribution was characterized by two lows
(Baltic Sea and Aegean Sea) and a high pressure system (Bay of Biscay). Averaging25
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the analyzed uncorrected observations, the resulting pressure patterns are mostly cov-
ered by systematic errors. In Fig. 9a, these errors are noticeable as locally persistent,
mesoscale pressure perturbations. Some high-magnitude errors increase the curva-
ture of the analysis field significantly.

When applying VERA-QC without bias correction to these observations, most of the5

systematic errors are recognized as gross errors and therefore are discarded. As a
result, one would obtain an averaged field comparable to the one in Fig. 9b. But the
advantage of the bias correction becomes obvious when investigating the amount of
recognized gross errors. Whereas 9193 measurements (0.99 %) within July 2011 have
been recognized as gross errors by VERA-QC without bias correction, this number has10

been reduced to 3522 (0.38 %) by applying the bias correction. Especially in areas with
only few observations, no measurement should be discarded unnecessarily. Figure 9b
(QC with bias correction) illustrates the predominant pressure patterns of July 2011
without troublesome noise.

4.2 Step by step effects of VERA-QC15

The VERA-QC tool allows to activate or deactivate many different QC-modules as they
were described in Sect. 3: the usage of the weighting factor, the recognition of gross
errors, the cluster treatment, the consideration of relative values (for potential temper-
ature) and the bias correction. In Steinacker et al. (2011) we focused on presenting
the effectiveness of the modules “usage of the weighting factors”, “gross error recog-20

nition”, and “cluster treatment”. The “consideration of relative values” was the topic of
Sect. 3.4.1 and in the following, the last module “bias correction” is investigated in more
detail by means of a case study.

Conducting a field experiment or a case study, normally no prior knowledge to com-
pute the bias correction is available and the corresponding bias correction module25

can not be executed. In order to present the quality achievable by VERA-QC with and
without bias correction for one special case, Fig. 10 compares the original pressure ob-
servations of 5 July 2011, 06:00 UTC (Fig. 10a) to the quality controlled measurements
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after applying VERA-QC without (Fig. 10b) and with (Fig. 10c) activated bias correc-
tion. Note that both quality controlled fields (Fig. 10b) and (Fig. 10c) illustrate significant
improvements compared to (Fig. 10a), and no essential difference between (Fig. 10b)
and (Fig. 10c) is noticeable. Thus, the overall quality achievable for data collected at
field campaigns or for case studies (in both cases no prior knowledge is available) is5

comparable to the quality achieved by a full QC run including bias correction. The ad-
vantage of a full VERA-QC, however, is that the amount of recognized gross errors and
therefore rejected observations is reduced significantly (in the presented case: from
0.89 % to 0.38 %). Depending on the individual requirements, it can be important to
keep as many observations as possible. Climate studies, for instance, would intend to10

retain as many uninterrupted time series as possible and thus would profit from a bias
correction.

4.3 Usage of VERA-QC for field campaigns

In order to present the versatility of VERA-QC and how it could be used at field cam-
paigns or for case studies, we intend to focus on different possible applications of15

VERA-QC to data, that were collected in 2007 at the field campaign COPS (Convec-
tive and Orographically-induced Precipitation Study; Wulfmeyer et al., 2011). We use
measurements from the mesonet operated by the University of Vienna, which was lo-
cated in the Black Forest region in the South West of Germany. 96 automatic weather
stations (type HOBO) were arranged to resemble a regular grid with a mean distance20

between stations of approximately one kilometer. The high spatial and temporal resolu-
tion of observations (∆x≈∆y ≈1 km, ∆t=1 min, but in the case of precipitation – due
to the relatively low detection resolution ∆RR =0.2 mm – accumulated to ∆t=10 min
for postprocessing) allows to apply the 2-D or 3-D VERA-QC even to convective precip-
itation values as explained in Sect. 3.3. The considered time period (6 h from 18:00 to25

24:00 UTC on 20 June 2007) was chosen because in this interval an intensive precipi-
tation event occurred.
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Depending on the particular requirements when using COPS data, an accurate QC
has to fulfill certain specifications. One might be interested in keeping and therefore
correcting as many observations as possible (minimal or no recognition of gross errors
by the QC) or one might allow the QC to eliminate suspicious measurements. Thus, the
optimal settings for a QC depend on the types of errors the user wants to discard from5

the data set by all means (e.g. random-, gross- or systematic errors). In the following
subsections we will present three case studies outlining how the settings of VERA-QC
can be adapted to different requirements.

Note that, because of the regular station distribution, clustering was deactivated. Fur-
thermore, the cost function reduction limit for detecting gross errors was set to 20 % in10

all cases. Before controlling three dimensional (x, y , t) data with VERA-QC, the spatial
and temporal resolutions of observations get adjusted to be comparable (accounting
for the typical speed of propagation of the considered phenomenon). This is done by
multiplying the temporal coordinates by a so-called anisotropic factor, formally defined
as a velocity. Additionally, this factor can also be used to weight the spatial or temporal15

coherence individually.

4.3.1 QC of random tipping detected by rain gauges

A well known problem when working with rain gauges is the random (temporally sin-
gular) erroneous registration of the minimal resolvable reading (0.2 mm) although no
precipitation occurs. This random tipping may be caused by insects inside the gauge20

or by external forces shaking the instrument.
Figure 11 presents the observed 10 min precipitation values of 20 June 2007,

23:20 UTC. At this time two stations reported erroneous random tipping (light gray
bars). Supposing the user does not allow to discard any observations, the gross er-
ror recognition module of VERA-QC was deactivated. Whereas the 2-D VERA-QC (x,25

y) is able to correct the two erroneous observation values to an extent of 90 %, the
3-D VERA-QC (x, y , 18:00≤ t≤24:00 UTC) improves the percentage of correction to
98.5%. The higher efficiency of a 3-D VERA-QC was already presented in Steinacker
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et al. (2011) by considering a comparable analytical example (see Fig. 9 of Steinacker
et al., 2011).

4.3.2 QC of a 2-D high resolution precipitation field

When conducting measurements, it can always occur that one instrument fails. As in
our case we consider a rain gauge which registered constantly 0 mm independent of5

the occurrence of precipitation. Suppose doing a 2-D case study about a special pre-
cipitation event without having prior knowledge concerning previous or following mea-
surements, one has to work, for example, with the information illustrated in Fig. 12 as
light gray bars. At first sight, the observation marked by the black arrow seems to be er-
roneous. Applying the 2-D VERA-QC (x, y) leads to the corrected observations, shown10

as dark gray bars in Fig. 12. The considered erroneous measurement was success-
fully adapted to its surrounding observations which all registered a heavy precipitation
event, even though the erroneous station is located at the edge of the observation field.

4.3.3 QC of a systematic error without prior knowledge

Although an erroneous instrument may in fact be able to register precipitation, it may15

occur that a temporally persistent constant value is added to the observations. Such
a case is illustrated in Fig. 13. The measurements of the erroneous rain gauge are
marked by black dots, the observations of 12 neighboring stations are symbolized by
gray asterisks. Their comparison indicates a bias of 2 mm in 10 min for the former men-
tioned erroneous observation. If a case study demands to achieve a high accuracy, one20

has to accept that observations are flagged as gross errors and therefore are excluded.
For the considered time interval (spanning 19:30 to 24:00 UTC) a 3-D VERA-QC (x, y ,
t) with gross error recognition can be applied. In Fig. 13, the corrected observations
are connected by the black and gray solid lines, respectively. Prior to and after the
precipitation event centered at 22:00 UTC, the black solid line is interrupted, indicating25

that the biased observations were identified as gross errors and thus were excluded.
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Where no or only little precipitation was observed, the 3-D VERA-QC is able to correctly
identify the biased measurement as a gross error. During the precipitation event, this
erroneous observation is adjusted to the measurements in its surroundings. Although
no bias correction was applied, the 3-D VERA-QC successfully handled this systematic
error.5

5 Applications

Quality controlled measurements constitute the basis for many different applications.
Furthermore, also the computed deviations themselves offer valuable information. The
following two sections overview different possibilities to make use of VERA-QC and its
results.10

5.1 Usage of quality controlled measurements

At the department of Meteorology and Geophysics at the University of Vienna, several
research projects have already been concerned with the application and improvement
of VERA-QC. Many case studies have been conducted using different kinds of data
sources, for example conventional GTS (Global Telecommunication Systems) data or15

even special observations taken at field experiments such as COPS. Another area
of research within our department focuses on model verification. It is self-evident that
high quality reference data are essential and VERA-QC was found to be able to provide
these.

The most eminent application of VERA-QC is its usage as a preprocessing tool for20

the operational (hourly) analysis software VERA which VERA-QC was named after.
The so-called VERA-package (VERA-QC and VERA) delivers an exceptional perfor-
mance and is therefore operationally used by the Austrian Aeronautical Meteorology
Service (part of Austro Control) for nowcasting purposes. Currently, the VERA-package
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is also modified and prepared to be installed for operational use at the Swiss Federal
Office of Meteorology and Climatology (MeteoSwiss).

5.2 Usage of deviations computed by VERA-QC

In Gorgas and Dorninger (2012) the idea of an analysis ensemble of deterministic,
model-independent analyses is proposed. In the course of ensemble generation, the5

observations are manipulated using stochastic perturbations. One approach is to use
the deviations computed by VERA-QC for determining the magnitude of these pertur-
bations.

Investigating the temporal variations in the deviations helped Sperka and Steinacker
(2011) developing a method to create a homogenized 3-hourly MSL-pressure analysis10

data set. After determining breaks in the deviations time series, the measurements
within these breaks are corrected by the bias calculated from the deviations.

6 Conclusions and final remarks

As the mathematical concept of VERA-QC has already been described in Steinacker
et al. (2011), this follow-up article is concerned with the operational application of15

the VERA-QC, innovations and the performance of the operational VERA-QC demon-
strated with the aid of case studies.

First of all, the applicability of VERA-QC to different meteorological parameters was
discussed and we showed that, depending on the density of the observational network,
even precipitation can be controlled by VERA-QC as demonstrated in the results sec-20

tion. Accounting for special difficulties in complex terrain, a station selection algorithm
that excludes high-elevation stations that are not comparable to those in valleys and
lowlands was introduced.

As a consequence of the operational application of VERA-QC, we had the possi-
bility to develop new QC-modules. The collected deviations are used to continually25
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compute a bias correction and variable station-specific limits which support the gross
error recognition. Additionally, the consideration of relative values helps to minimize the
deviation’s dependency on height, a problem that occurs especially in complex terrain.

In order to point out the positive influence of VERA-QC on a subsequent analysis,
two case studies focus on the improvements achievable by using a bias correction as5

well as an enhanced gross error recognition. The possible application of VERA-QC to
data collected at the field campaign COPS is discussed in more detail, including the
use of a 3-D (x, y , t) VERA-QC. In the concluding section, the many different fields of
application of VERA-QC as well as of the computed deviations are summarized.

VERA-QC including the herein described innovations has been successfully car-10

ried out since January 2010. The proposed corrections and hence the performance of
VERA-QC are continually being inspected by experienced meteorologists. This human
quality control of VERA-QC ensures an optimal performance and recognizes potential
for improvements. One suggestion for the operational use is to weight the observations
with a priori knowledge about the trustworthiness of a station’s measurement, for ex-15

ample, primarily trust the observations taken by a well maintained station at an airport.
Another idea is to compute the curvature and its derivations directly by fitting a second
order polynomial surface through a station and its surroundings instead of computing
the curvature by differentiating the interpolated field at local grid points. This would
avoid using an inverse distance interpolation method for computing the values at the20

local grid points and, additionally, there would be no need to use finite differences for
the numerical approximation when computing the curvature.

Concluding, we would like to advert to our web site http://www.univie.ac.at/amk/
veraflex/test/public/ showing the latest VERA analysis for many different domains and
parameters. Note that, by keeping the left mouse button pressed at a station symbol,25

not only the measured and corrected values used for the VERA analysis are displayed
but also the weighted and unweighted deviations as well as the bias corrections. Fur-
thermore, we point out that VERA-QC is made available for scientific use.
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Table 1. Decisions of the station selection algorithm for the six stations in Fig. 2. The columns
labeled with Crit 1, Crit 2, and Crit 3 refer to the three criteria listed in Sect. 2.2 (absolute height
h, difference ∆h between the absolute height h and the height of the Minimum Topography
hMT, and the ratio r of the vertical and the horizontal distance between two stations). Accepted
stations are marked by the

√
symbol and discarded stations by the × symbol.

Station Crit 1 Crit 2 Crit 3 Total

1
√ √ √ √

2
√ √ √ √

3 × × × ×
4 × √ × ×
5

√ √ × ×
6

√ √ √ √
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a b

Fig. 1. Comparison of the real topography (a) and the idealized Minimum Topography (b) for
the Central Alpine domain. The bold white lines illustrate national borders and thin white lines
federal state borders. The black solid line in the South shows the coastline of the most northern
part of the Mediterranean Sea. Major cities are marked by black squares with white frames.
The shading refers to the absolute height above sea level.
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Fig. 2. Concept of the station selection algorithm on the basis of a north-to-south cross section
through the mountains near Innsbruck (compare Fig. 1a). The reasons for accepting stations
(compare stations 1,2 and 6) or for discarding stations (compare stations 3, 4 and 5) are ex-
plained in the text. Note that the absolute maximal height was set to h=1300 m (instead of
h=1500 m) and the ratio r to r =50 m km−1 (instead of r =15 m km−1) in order to create an
example containing all three criteria for excluding a station.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the autocorrelation for the parameters MSL-pressure (a) and precipita-
tion (b) as a function of the station distances based on the hourly measurements of June 2011.
The correlation is presented by the adjusted analytical autocorrelation function (black bold line).
In addition to the decorrelation distance (gray dashed line), the median of all distances between
neighbored stations is marked by a gray vertical line. Whereas in (a) the median of station dis-
tances is small compared to the decorrelation distance, in (b) they are of comparable magni-
tude.
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Fig. 4. Bias correction (black dots) for Θ as a function of the station height, evaluated for
stations in the greater area of Austria and Switzerland in July 2010. The regression line (gray
line) shows that the higher the stations, the more negative the bias corrections are.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the median of unweighted deviations computed for Θ (a) and for the rel-
ative value Θrel =Θ−Θ∗ (b) in July 2010 for a domain covering the South West of Europe. Ap-
plying the VERA-QC to the potential temperature Θ (a), values of elevated stations are reduced
systematically (circles) whereas values of neighbored coastal stations are increased (squares).
If VERA-QC is applied to the difference between measurements and corresponding values of
the standard atmosphere (Θrel), this height depending behavior is reduced significantly (b). For
better visibility, only deviations of |∆Θ| ≥3 ◦C are illustrated.
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Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of computing a bias correction. The daily bias correction (dark
solid horizontal bars starting at the beginning of January 2011) is defined as the median of
the unweighted deviations (rough solid black line) within the user defined time interval (e.g. the
last 30 days) and is valid for the next day. Note that the bias correction is allowed to vary and
can automatically adapt to new situations (e.g. calibration of the instrument or changing station
distributions).
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Fig. 7. Exemple spatial distribution of the bias corrections >5 hPa for MSL-pressure, valid for
31 July 2010 within the European domain. Circles symbolize negative bias corrections, and
squares mark positive ones. In most cases, these can be explained by reduction errors (e.g. due
to wrong station heights).
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Fig. 8. Weighted deviations (black crosses) for Θe of an exemplary station for November 2010.
These constitute the basis for the computation of a variable station specific lower (L1) and an
upper (L2) limit (black dash dotted lines), which support the gross error recognition. Q1 and
Q3 denote the first and third quartiles (dark gray dashed lines) and IQR the interquartile range
(Q3 −Q1, dark gray area). Additionally to the variable limits, constant values (thin solid black
lines) of ±4 ◦C have to be exceeded in order to recognize an observation as a gross error. In
December 2010, all observations with weighted deviations outside the interval [L1, L2] (light
gray area) would be identified as gross errors.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of monthly mean values of the analyzed hourly MSL-pressure observations
for July 2011 without QC (a) and with QC including bias correction (b). The hourly measure-
ments have been analyzed with the help of the analysis tool VERA, the monthly mean val-
ues are based on the gridded data. Systematic errors, especially those with high magnitude
(e.g. caused by reduction errors), have been corrected. As a result, the mean gridded values in
(b) are distributed more smoothly.
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Fig. 10. Illustration of how observations are gradually improved by the VERA-QC. For all four
figures, the values at the station positions in the European domain are interpolated to a regular
grid by the analysis tool VERA. (a) shows the original MSL-pressure values, computed from the
1567 observations on 5 July 2011, 06:00 UTC. (b) presents the quality controlled observations,
however no bias correction was applied. An amount of 0.89 % of all observations are identified
as gross errors and thus are excluded from the analysis. (c) shows the results after applying the
complete QC (with bias correction). The amount of gross errors is reduced to 0.38 %. Finally,
in (d) the differences between the quality controlled and original observations are illustrated.
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Fig. 11. Illustration of the station positions and observed 10 min precipitation values on
20 June 2007, 23:20 UTC, collected during the field campaign COPS (light gray bars). Note
the two readings of 0.2 mm which are very likely due to erroneous random tipping or due to
read out of memory, because no precipitation was observed at this time. The medium gray bars
symbolize the observations corrected by a two dimensional (x, y) VERA-QC without gross er-
ror recognition, and the dark gray bars stand for those corrected by a three dimensional (x,
y , t) VERA-QC without gross error recognition taking into account all measurements between
18:00 and 24:00 UTC.
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Fig. 12. Presentation of the observed 10 min precipitation values on 20 June 2007, 21:40 UTC
as light gray bars. The dark gray bars mark the corrected observations after a two dimensional
(x, y) VERA-QC (without gross error recognition) was applied. The black arrow points at a sta-
tion that was located within a field of heavy precipitation but nevertheless was stuck at a reading
of zero millimeters. This malfunction could be observed for the whole period of 20 June 2007.
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Fig. 13. Time series of observed (dots and asterisks) and corrected (solid lines) 10 min precipitation values
on 20 June 2007. VERA-QC was carried out including all three dimensions (x, y, t). In this period, one
station (symbolized by the black markers) constantly registered precipitation values of 2 mm even though no
precipitation was observed in its surroundings (symbolized by the gray markers). Note that if the black line
(presenting corrected values) is missing, the corresponding observation was identified to be a gross error and
hence is excluded.
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Fig. 13. Time series of observed (dots and asterisks) and corrected (solid lines) 10 min precip-
itation values on 20 June 2007. VERA-QC was carried out including all three dimensions (x, y ,
t). In this period, one station (symbolized by the black markers) constantly registered precipita-
tion values of 2 mm even though no precipitation was observed in its surroundings (symbolized
by the gray markers). Note that if the black line (presenting corrected values) is missing, the
corresponding observation was identified to be a gross error and hence is excluded.
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